
From Funkturm* Berlin to the Exhibition Center and ICC  

 Even today, the radio tower is still a 

famous sight of Berlin. It may not be one 

of the most popular sights but the 

Funkturm it’s still vistited by many tourists 

each year. The tower is located in the 

district of Charlottenburg -Wilmersdorf in 

Berlin, construction on the Funkturm 

started 1924 and in the year 1926 

the tower was completed. It fulfilled 

its purpose as a transmission tower for 

radio stations. In the same year the 

first radio transmission was 

broadcasted during the opening 

ceremony of the international radio 

exhibition via the German Radio 

founded in Berlin.  

At the time the Funktrum was not only the first transmission tower and highest 

viewing platform in Germany, but it was also the site of the first public 

television streaming worldwide in 1932. 
 

The show that was streamed was 

called „Paul Ninkow“.  

In the second World War a grenade 

destroyed a main supporting pillar .  

During the Berlin Blockade in 

1948/1949, the tower helped as a 

orientation point for the so called 

“Rosinenbomber”, which were the 

planes used by the western allies for 

supporting the western part of berlin 

with lifesaving supplies and resources,  
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On the 15th of May 1963 the transmission of television broadcasts and radio 

signals was stopped because of more and newer signal towers.  

Nowadays the tower still serves as relay station for police radio among other 

things, and today, there is a restaurant at the height of 55 meters and an 

exhibition platform at 125 meters. 
The exhibition center also called fair ground  can be traced back to the first quarter 

of the 19th century but  at the time it was called fair square.  The first exhibition took 

place in 1822, under the Prussian government. It was a commercial an industrial 

exhibition.  In 1920 first halls of today's exhibition centre were constructed, two years 

later they launched the  „Green Week“ which is still exists.  "The Green Week" is a 

extensive about  agriculture, food and horticulture for consumers. From 1929 to 1930 

the large exhibition center was extended to three more halls and the final 

completion of the tour around the Funkturm garden was added. They continued the 



contruction works  until the first year of the war.  In 1935 the existing wooden Radio 

Hall was destroyed by a fire and the adjacent halls, as well as the radio tower were 

damaged.  In the years before the war the exhibition centre had a huge repertoire 

of exhibitions for example today’s still existing Green Week, the great German radio 

exhibition and the international motorcar  exhibition. In August 1939 the government  

confiscated  all halls to use them as warehouses for the storage of grain.  At the 

same time the Second World War began. Suring this War, mary parts of the exhibition 

centre were largely destroyed. Berlin’s new restart after the war came quickly, so in 

1946, they already began the reconstruction of the exhibition center and just one 

year after,  the first exhibition after the war took place in the casino at the Funkturm. 

The Exhibition’s name was “Values under ruins“.  

In 1961 the “Green Week“ celebrated its 25th anniversary and it’s a very important 

component.  

The ICC Berlin and the Messeplatz (Exibition 

Center) evolved into a Congress space with 

worldwide appeal. The ICC was opened on 

2nd, 1979. The  construction was completed 

in 1999 and the exhibitions could finally 

follow their programme of events without 

hindrance. In 2008 more than 40 fairs were 

held in the capital and many major events. 

Today there are 26 halls altogether at the 

(Funkturm and the ICC on the left)                                                 exhibition center with around 160,000 m2 

indoor space, the entire area covers 550,000 m2. Berlin is one of the strongest 

Conference locations in the world in terms of visitors and sales measurement. 2011 

the Messe GmbH had 115,700 events with overall l 9.7 million visitors. On the list of 

International Congress cities Berlin ranks the fourth place according to the statistics 

occupied. Also the Tourist industry strongly  benefits from the event of the fair 

because of the international visitors. 

In 2012, there were overall 2.35 million visitors and there was a total revenue of EUR 

247 million. Even today the fairgrounds are much visited, many visitors come to the 

annual green week. This year the ICC was closed due to the necessary lavish costs of 

renovation, no investor was found. Now the exhibition center needs to get along 

without the ICC. 

* Radio Tower   
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